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A GLOSSARY OF HOLES
As an artist, I am struck by the ambiguous context
of holed artifacts: their ‘thingness does not lie at all in
the material of which it consists, but in the void that it
holds’.1 I often wonder just what these holes are, and did
they exist prior to their own creation? Through literature
and philosophy I discovered a method of communicating
with the materiality of holes, thus connecting with aspects
of their agency. This was the kind of co-authorship. Coauthoring is the affordance of an additional degree of
freedom for the hole to engage in practice. For example,
when I am sewing, the hole acts as a third hand which is felt
through my own. Co-authored outcomes are determined
by polytonal interactions of these two authors.2 Coauthorship brought to my practice an understanding of
the liveness of holes, not as anthropomorphic objects but
as ‘a certain gathering together of the threads of life’.3
The definitions in this glossary are an outcome of our
conversation, ‘a sort of synthetic glossary of some essential
conclusions’4 whose truth is not determined solely by virtue
of the meanings of the words used but also by a recourse to
our experience of artistic practice. Often, these definitions
are supported by the reuse of ideas ‘torn from their area,
in order to reterritorialise another notion’.5 However,
‘[t]heir application and status, even their form and content,
may change; yet they retain something essential through
the process’.6 Individual definitions are non-determinate
and indeterminate. They reveal themselves as affective
rather than effective. This glossary, which is by no means
comprehensive, is offered as a basis of a language with
which to unpack the complexity of holes; the glossary
responds to the capacity of holes to be expressive.

A HOLE — A

A

hole is not an absence but rather a presence of
a difference, manifest as a change in topolog y, pattern, colour,
texture and surface. A hole is a complex haptic and optical
heterogeneity within a homogeneity. Holes have many forms
and can be material but they possess no mass. Holes are
often inferred from their host and can be perceived as points,
lines, surfaces and volumes. They comprise a discontinuity in
the broadest sense. Holes question the assumption that they
necessarily require spatial depth: they could be two-dimensional
manifestations within a three-dimensional object, or at the very
least, form an important role in their perceptual conversations.
A [W]HOLE LIFE — A ‘hole [ has] birthplaces and histories.
They can change and things can happen to them.’ 7 A hole
can live a life of its own, not contained by its boundaries but
overflowing.8 A hole lives a life quite separate from the host
in which it is contained.9
ABSENT HOLE — A hole that lacks continuity and an
absence of a host. A hole which possesses non-existent material,
a nothingness, a void. A deprivation or loss of that which is
normally present, a privation.
ABSTRACT HOLE — A hole that is removed from its context,
devoid of a pattern that has yet to develop. For example, the
removal of unwanted detail of a holed artefact can allow it to
be seen as an infinite sea of holes with no start and no end.10
ALLUSIONARY HOLE — A hole which maintains its
experiences, memories and feelings as a store of internal data
which it can express externally through performance, for
example, as a co-author of artefacts. These expressions take
form as patterns of sounds, shapes, colours and motions that
convey meaning, becoming available to a third party providing
them with experiences with which to tacitly know, feel and think
with the hole.11
ALMOST-NOTHING HOLE — A hole that is material but not
in the same way as concretia. Almost-nothing holes are ‘in some
way deficient […] having a lower grade or degree of being than
other objects […] like light is more real than shadows and noise
more real than silence’ .12
ANCHOR HOLE — A hole which possesses an ultra-thin
boundary of almost no thickness.
ANORGANIC HOLE — Life, not as a linage system of organic,
inorganic and non-organic, but rather a complementary warp
and weft. Holes that are anorganic are ‘not seek[ing] to imitate
form but to create form, not to imitate life, but find[ing] an
equivalent for life’ .13 For example, ‘a non-organic life that
can be found in a line that’s drawn, a line of writing, a line of
music. It’s organisms that die, not life. Any work of art points
a way through for life, finds a way through the cracks [and
holes]’: 14 ‘to-be is to appear not to be […] working inwards
from the margins of non-being towards being.’ 15 To encounter
the anorganic life of holes it is not enough to make them move or
flutter, nor to anthropomorphise them, one has to afford the hole
the opportunity to move and animate itself.16
BLOB HOLE — A

B

hole comprising an undifferentiated mass
whose volume comprises soft curved forms without limits. A hole
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that does not know the boundaries of its body nor the distinction
between itself and others; a hole of pure potentiality.17 Blob
holes can collide, aggregate and meld, they attest to the principle
of territorialisation: 18 ‘we exist not only separately, but in
undifferentiated blobs of matter.’ 19
BRODERIE ANGLAISE HOLE — A small round or
oval hole surrounded by tightly packed étroit horizon. Purely
decorative, these holes contain neither information nor function.
A hole taking form either as white, where individual threads
radiate outwards from the hole, or black, where individual
threads collapse inward towards the hole.
BULLET HOLE — A large hole surrounded by a circle of
small holes.
BUTTON HOLE — A hole with a perpendicular and radial
boundary or lining.

C

CO-AUTHORING HOLE — A

hole as an actant rather
than an object, coexisting at the same level as the human
and joined together as an assemblage of ‘emergent properties,
emergent in that their ability to make something happen [that]
is distinct from the sum of the vital force of each materiality
considered alone.’ 20
COLOURED HOLE — A hole of heterogeneity (a colour) within
a homogeneity (black or white). A heterogeneous hole’s colour
changes to match the homogenous medium in which it finds itself.
A hole that also changes colour as it ages through time, from
white (beige, ecru, ivory) to brown (oatmeal, tan, taupe).
COMMUNITY OF HOLES — A social group of a minimum
of two holes whose members define its boundaries. For example,
a community of holes sharing a common motif, a community
knotted together with threads; holes and threads living together
in cooperation, a symbiotic relationship. When one hole is
cut from the community, for the remaining holes to survive
as a community their motif must maintain a recognisable
pattern of holes.
COMPETENT HOLE — One does not look at holes, but looks
through and around them, revealing shapes which take form
on traversing their pattern:
in-Hole is an opening within a surface that requires spatial depth
but does not pierce through to the other side. These holes have
many forms, for example, a cut of various depths of bas-relief.
on-Hole is an opening on a surface, a discontinuity in the
broadest sense, an irregularity in a regular pattern, for
example, a blank in printing can be perceived as a hole.21
through-Hole is an opening through a surface, a piercing
that has opened up, connecting one side to the other: 22 a host
completely eaten into.
of-Hole is a disassociation from the hole’s host, for example, the
hole’s shadows and the space around the body of a hole’s wearer.
CONCAVITY — A shallow hole, created by the act of carving,
rounding inwards.23 A hole whose diameter is far greater than
its depth and whose volume possesses concave boundaries.
CORDONNET HOLE — A hole with a prominent lining
or emphasised boundary.

D

DELEUZIAN HOLE — A hole as a particle.24
DEMONIC HOLE — A hole ‘that form[s] a multiplicity,

a
becoming, a population’ .25 A demonic hole can be perceived
within hole patterns.
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DISPLACEMENT HOLE — A

unpredictable.

hole whose movement is

DISTURBANCE HOLE — An

immaterial hole found in some
object, material host or entity,26 for example, the sense of an
unwanted hole or a fold of a page.
DURATIONAL HOLE — A hole that contains their past in
their making and their present in their reading, coexisting in
a perpetual present. Duration is encapsulated within the hole as
experiences gained as they modulate outputs. A durational hole
is coexistent between the hole, the maker and the reader, and
their deterritorialisation from a host.27

E

EMANCIPATED HOLE — A

hole which unbalances their
environment, found in transgressions from the symmetrical
to the unsymmetrical, producing movement and life.28
EMERGENT HOLE — A hole which establishes order from
chaos, affording the creation of patterns. Emergent holes
visualise the hidden, for example, holes in ‘undergarments
have centrifugal force, the inside to the outside, the underwear
to the outerwear […] they emerge to become visible’ .29
ENCLOSED HOLE — A hole using a boundary or threshold
to trap a space.
FILLED HOLE — Fill

F

a hole with a heterogeneous material
and the hole, although filled, remains a hole. However, fill
a hole with a homogeneous material, the material of the host,
then the hole ceases to exist.
FLIGHT HOLE — A hole which is ‘made and remade
continually’.30 Flight holes are found between layers, found in
the in-between. This in-between is a place or time where a hole
has started a journey but not yet arrived, where the hole has a
presence in transition, a place or time where a hole transforms
from formless to formed.
FORMLESS HOLE — A hole which is impossible to classify,31
which one sees not directly but by reading the effects they have
on the materiality of their host. A hole that works to undermine
traditional materials and hierarchies by being not only an
adjective but also an operation.32 A hole that affords a decay
into chaos.33
FROG HOLE — A hole with a disintegrating horizon, a horizon
that is losing its coherence.
GAP — An

G

unconstrained space, or silence, between objects
and volumes.34
GEOMETRIC HOLE — A primitive, regular and ordered
hole conforming to mathematical ideas.
GHOST HOLE — A hole with indefinite and loopy linings
possessing phantom movements within movements.
GOTHIC HOLE — An abstract, mystic and cloudy hole never
achieving the crystalline: nomadic and expressive.
GRADED HOLE — A hole of uniformity and evenness
in density, strength and colour.
GUIPURE HOLE — A hole possessing a heavy thick hole
horizon that gives it definition and a slightly raised edge
to its host.

HEM HOLE — A

H

number of warp or weft lines radiating from
a hole to form either a firm boundary or a loose threshold.
HOLE AFFECTS — A hole’s ability to create resonances in the
reader independent of their content or meaning.35 An influence
upon a hole’s co-engager whose emotions are sensitive to a wide
range of hole-affects: for example, absence and loss.
HOLE BOUNDARY — A hole’s boundary creates a space where
it feels secure, at home and comfortable, for example, the space
between the private body and the public world. When crossing
a hole’s boundary, one arrives back at the beginning rather
than the end. There are no endings only beginnings. There are
no hole deaths only hole births. Hole boundaries exist between
the material and material; material and immaterial; and,
immaterial and immaterial.
HOLE EFFECTS — Sensing hole effects requires motion,
a transition between heterogeneous boundaries. As these
boundaries become more homogenous the hole becomes less
tangible.
HOLE EXPRESSION — A hole with no texture which says
nothing but speaks everything. A hole which is the presence
of nothing but visually is everything.
HOLE HORIZON — That which surrounds a hole, an event
horizon from which nothing can be seen or measured; a perimeter
but without edge, a hole defined by its interface to its host.
HOLE HOST — A hole is judged by the company it keeps.
A relationship between the hole and its host as tangential
where both the hole and its host momentarily coexist, a place
not a space, not to be occupied but experienced as intensities and
affects. This place is an in-between which is accessed haptically,
feeling through the eye and seeing through touch.
HOLE LINING — A hole’s lining is a boundary between
different and adjacent (im)materials. A hole’s lining is a
Derridean undecidable which cannot be proven or disproven,36
neither present nor absent, neither part of the hole nor part of
its host, belonging to both by not belonging to either. A greypoint that is neither black nor white, a surface that is neither
part of the hole nor part of its host. For every hole there is
a lining without substance, an indeterminate threshold and
not a boundary.
HOLE SENSIBILITY — A sensibility of holes is to perceive
them as possessing attributes of intentions. These intentions are
not necessarily perceived as intrinsic to the hole but rather in the
extrinsic effects and affects they have on that which surrounds
them. A sensibility of holes is evoked not only by their tactile
appeal to the skin and the eye, but also through memory. In a
hole the past, present, and future coexist as movements from the
past towards a future place that they have not been, towards a
future time they have not experienced. The sensibility of a hole
is a vacancy with which to fill with memories.
HOLE THRESHOLD — A hole’s threshold is porous and
permeable, it is between positive and negative space, material
and immaterial, inside and outside, past and present; where
gaps, tensions and conflicts are mediated,37 and where something
emerges.38 A hole’s threshold is a unique space where it can
experience a lack of control, a gradual change of flux, a
movement in the in-between, a temporal transitional interval
within which some new action or different state of mind can
begin or occur. It is where things are likely to occur, to change,
a space entered into, a cusp, a tipping point reached, crossed
in multiple ways, through, over, around and under. Traversing
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a hole’s threshold is an awareness of the temporal occupation
of a shared space, a shared time: duration. A hole’s threshold
provides no function, nor purpose, nor meaning, it only affords
becomings, they are places of endings and beginnings, of rest
and anticipation, places of integration, places which possess
qualities of the concerns they connect. Crossing a hole’s threshold
is transformative, irreversible and potentially troublesome:
‘once crossed all that is remembered is where we had left and
where we have arrived […] to step into the threshold is to enter
intuitively.’ 39
HOL[E]ISTIC — An experience that encompasses transitions
between the hole and its surroundings felt through a ‘wide variety
of effects that can be produced by holes: vibrations, weight,
pressure, wetness, plus changes in temperature’ .40
HOLLOW — A hole within, created by the act of boring;
openings.41
LIBERATED HOLE — The

L

presence of the hole’s maker
discovered through a liberation of a hole entrapped within
its host: encountering the hole’s maker whose gestures and
movements are encapsulated within the hole in the processes
of their making. The liberation of a hole means looking for
affects, contradictions, gaps and unwitting testimony. Revealing
metaphors by working with a holed artifact so that one’s voice
and the voice of the hole’s maker becomes an indistinct zone of
indiscernibility, never sure who is speaking.42 A polytonality 43
which can only be discovered when working in solitude with the
hole, making notes and recording affects, thus concretising the
emerging voice of the hole’s maker.44
LOST HOLE — A hole that has yet to figure out what it wants
to become.

M

MEREOLOGICAL HOLE — Mereolog y

questions logically
how many holes there are in a host. One or many holes is a
topological question that can only be answered by understanding
intention. If a hole was created as a number of individual
piercings then they would define, topologically, its number of
holes, even when those piercings merged. However, if the intention
was to create a single piercing with multiple openings, then
the result is one hole.45 For example, lace can be thought of
as possessing only one hole distributed into a pattern; the removal
of this hole leaves a bigger hole relative to its surroundings; 46
this hole could be the loss of the identity of the hole’s maker.
MISE-EN-SCÈNE — The spatial composition of a holed
artefact as layers of material are removed and new surfaces
exposed. The representation of a hole in a holed artefact affects
its reading:
hole-depth, from shallow to piercings;
hole-matte, layering and overlapping;
hole-proximity, the spaces between;
hole-size, proportions;
hole-through, the space that exists between the page
and the reader.
MOTIF OF HOLES — The hole is the motif of shadows, a motif
of pure and empty form.
NAÏVE HOLE — A

N

hole that is not useful at all, but rather is
a nuisance. A hole that is parasitic, an absence in something.47
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A hole that is nothing before it became a hole, beginning life so
small that one would not have thought it a hole.48 A hole that
presents an opportunity to create an experience or an action.
A hole that affords the imagination, that is full of wonder and
can be woven into stories.49 These holes appear in children’s
books, they live in hosts like a chunk of Swiss cheese, they
are often round and have faces, arms and legs.50 These holes
exists within holes, they are layered, a yawning hole presents
a hole within a hole. They come in all shapes but have definitive
boundaries that limit their filling. The colour of these holes
changes to match their hosts where they try to disguise their
materiality; these holes do not disappear, they just become
hidden.51 Their colour also determines functionality, for
example, blue for raindrops and green for trees.52 Black naïve
holes have smooth ellipsoid shapes, they possess weight and when
picked-up they stretch with a bulge developing at their bottom
as gravity pulls them down.53 These holes are material and can
be put into a pocket. Naïve holes are at once both static and
mobile: fixed with reference to the frame of the book and mobile
with reference to its illustration, a relative motion: these holes
can exist in two different spaces at the same time.54 By changing
perspective, naïve holes become different objects, for example,
holes in hats become cars and holes in trees become tents.55
NOTHING HOLE — A hole of linguistic vitalism that can
signify everything; the smallest of detail that can radiate a great
deal of meaning, a hole which is the nucleus from which all
radiates.56 A hole of pure ontological zero, an emptiness and
an ontic nothing of existence, of thinghood, in which ‘images
of nothing flit by like shadows and half shadows, reflected from
being’ .57 A hole of black nothingness, where ‘holes are stashes
of night’ .58 A hole that questions whether extraneous light in
shadows and extraneous matter in holes are either contaminants
or constituents.59 A hole at the absolute limit of abstraction,
a physical and logical nonexistence found at extremes.60 A hole
that possesses properties like the silences and pauses in and
between words and letters, which are a means of seeing the
empty space.
NOTTINGHAM HOLE — A machine made hole, for example
as found in punch-cards, which allow the warp and weft to
engage and create connections between latitude and longitude.
NOMADIC HOLE — A hole which, whilst without any
definitive shape and movement, has territory. A hole that is
not ignorant of elements and the paths between these elements,
enjoying both an autonomy and direction of their own. Nomadic
holes are not flâneraient, rambling between yet-to-be-discovered
points with a quest ‘really I must buy a pencil’; 61 nomadic holes
travel between known points with a quest, really I must find
a host, with a pencil in hand recording affects and intensities
as they are encountered.
NOTCH HOLE — A hole with a diamond shaped horizon.
OEDIPAL HOLE — A

O

hole, ‘with its own petty history
invit[ing ] us to regress, [and] draw us into a [ process of ]
narcissistic contemplation’ .62 A hole as an all-seeing eye 63
having an ‘avoidance of the function of the gaze […] this allseeing aspect is to be found in the satisfaction of a [hole] who
knows that [it is] being looked at, on condition that one does
not show [the hole] that one knows that [it] knows’ .64
ONTOLOGICAL HOLE — A hole which presents a barrier
to the forces of chaos, a boundary to entropy; a hole that started
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as chaos and then becomes calm. To describe a hole is to make it
something, making a hole something is to give it being. Peep into
a hole to see what it is hiding; the hole is hiding its being.
OVERCAST HOLE — A hole comprising both warp and weft,
both longitude and latitude, firmly grouped together to form a
circular path.
PATTERN HOLE — An

P

abstract hole which is within the
pattern and not the material that provides infinite interpretive
opportunities.
PERFORMATIVE HOLE — A hole that reflects its cultural
and social context, 65 and affords a more useful and expressive
approach to embrace an additional subjective dimension for its
understanding. For example, challenging the objective view of
a hole’s colour as a physical problem 66 by seeking to characterise
how a hole’s colour affects us.67
PHENOMENOLOGICAL HOLE — A hole that is perceived
differently dependent upon whether it is host-less or hosted.
Host-less holes are less visible and more dependent upon their
surroundings than hosted holes. Host-less holes are less likely
than hosted holes to display their object based upon figure ground
continuity; this is exacerbated as holes become darker. Host-less
holes are less likely to have meaning ful shapes than hosted holes.
PHOTOGRAPHED HOLE — A hole cannot be photographed
because it does not reflect or interact with light. A photograph of
the transparency of the hole is recorded as an opaqueness whereby
a nothing becomes something, a Hegelian becoming in which
absence (nothing) becomes presence. A photograph of a hole
becomes presence, on its surface there is no physical difference
between the image of the hole and the hole’s host, the photograph
cannot differentiate between the two.68 A photograph of a hole
is not a hole, it is a representation of a hole. A photograph of
a hole is an artefact in its own right, it has become different to
the hole, a photograph of a hole has its own textures and its own
language, these holes have become surface.
PIERCING — A hole whose form and spatial depth is created
by taking material away: a manifestation of absence (hole) rather
than presence (whole).69 A hole that breaks through to the other
side, a liberation, an opening through that lets in light.70 A hole
that gives a view to the other side and provides access to the
spaces beyond: a reentry.
PICOTÉE HOLE — A tiny hole that creates a pitted surface.
PIN HOLE — A hole whose warp and weft are momentarily
drawn together to form a circular opening enclosing a small
space.
PORTES HOLE — A hole which is perceived as an almost
invisible opening, a pore, that does not contain a space.
POSITIVE / NEGATIVE HOLE — A positive hole comprises
not an absence of material but a presence of nothing, whereas
a negative hole is pure absence.
PUNCTUAL HOLE — A hole that has the power to objectify,
and remake, and by this act to distance itself from all the
‘particular features which are objects of potential change […]
and is the basis of the radical promise of self-control and
remaking it holds’ .71
RIDGED HOLE — A

R

hole which organise hole linings to
communicate and resonate as a whole.72 A hole that exists
in striated-space which is associated with distance vision and

the optical, where patterns of a collection of holes or motifs
can be recognised,73 and where holes are counted in order to be
occupied.74 Rigid holes, irregular or regular, are assigned 75 and
are perceived in two forms: as strata, arranged in distinct layers,
and as territories, arranged in distinct zones or areas.
SENSUAL HOLE — A

S

hole which comes with a life of
experiences and stories that remain silent. A hole that penetrates
and is penetrated. For example, a thread penetrates the needle,
the needle penetrates the fabric: two objects that fit together with
a desire to fill the hole.76
SELVEDGE HOLE — A hole living at the edge awaiting the
opportunity to escape: ‘the strangest thing about a hole is its edge.
It still belongs to something, but constantly looks into nothing.
The hole is a border-guard of Matter! The nothing of which the
hole is made has no border-guard. While the molecules at the
edge of a hole get dizz y because they are staring into the hole.’ 77
SHAPED HOLE — The shape and movement of a hole made
visible by virtue of the difference (both in-kind and in-degree)
that they cause with their surroundings.78
SHAPELESS HOLE — A hole possessing no shape nor form:
a hole that has form imposed upon it by a host, transformed
from shapeless matter to matter with form. ‘One could not
conceive of substances without form, even if in some cases the
reverse was possible’: 79 for the holes in a host to be shapeless
they would have to be also substanceless, and, through this
shapelessness these holes can express themselves.
SOMATIC HOLE — A hole that is aware of its presence
and able to perceive itself as part of the whole.
STATE HOLE — A hole ‘with characteristics or attributes;
genus, classification […] to extract from them series of
structures, archetypes or models’ .80 State holes can be perceived
as hole motifs.
SUPPLE HOLE — A hole that exists in smooth-space, which
is associated with close-up vision and the haptic. It is where the
maker creates and individual holes can be recognised but remain
uncounted.81 Supple holes are effected at will 82 and are perceived
in two forms: articulated, where they join together to form larger
complex holes, and segmented, where they cut across individual
hole linings.83
SHADOW HOLE — A hole removed from its host in which
there is an absence of a distinctive motif or pattern of holes.84
A hole that loses the link between the ability to perceive an
object and the ability to perceive its secondary qualities. Seeing
a shadow hole is to fill it, filling a shadow hole makes it whole.
A hole that holds an imagined life where the past and present
meet, not solid but a shoreline, a transient threshold that is silent
and a hole in history. Shadow holes are often perceived as holes
in light caused by absorption, blockage, diffraction, filtering and
interference, they are not parts of their material host.85 However,
shadow holes are not simply an absence of light but rather white,
liquid, poignant, transient, dark and a search for the hidden, 86
a privation of light as the physical shadow that follows the
body.87 Light is the immaterial material whose shadow is a hole
in light. 88 To engage with these holes requires an understanding
that neither the familiar 89 nor homogeneity 90 casts shadows, only
the unfamiliar casts shadows.
SPIRITUAL HOLE — A hole whose shape becomes clear
through a holistic understanding of the interconnectivity of the
being and nonbeing parts of itself. 91
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SHY HOLE — A

hole which is judged by the company it keeps.
A hole which hides, ‘like painters hiding behind their paint,
authors behind their words, officers behind their uniforms,
functionaries behind their functions, politicians behind their
smiles and philosophers behind their pipes, and everybody
behind clothes, love behind bodies, beings behind flesh’ .92 A shy
hole only expressing itself through affects and effects. In order
to engage with the shy hole’s being there needs to be silence: an
absence of the maker, an absence of the wearer, an absence of
context. Shy holes have emotions: a happiness, a sadness, a void,
a space and a boundary between times waiting to be filled. Shy
holes require a haptic utilisation of all senses to present sensory
images to the mind, to explore their extrinsic and intrinsic
properties, for example, presenting glimpses of them as paraand peri-texts.93 We do not understand shy holes, they
understand us.94
SPACE — The unoccupied area between. Space is to holes as
matter is to threads, holes inferred from their adjacent threads.
Holes that exist in space also exist in time as holes in memory.

T

TEXTILE & FABRIC HOLE — There

is a difference in-kind
between the holes in textiles and holes in fabric. Holes in
textiles are defects, errors and faults in weaving, these holes
are ontologically dead. Holes in fabric are fabricated with
intention, co-made between the hand and the hole, these holes
are ontologically alive.
TENTER HOLE — A hole hosted at the edge of a host in a state
of tension, stretchiness, uneasiness, anxiety or suspense.
TOILE HOLE — A simple hole with a thick and bunched
hole boundary.

U

UNDIFFERENTIATED HOLE — A

hole that does not know
the boundaries of its body nor the distinction between itself and
others; 95 a hole of pure potentiality. A hole of identifiable mass
or volume that is irreducible to elementary, molecular or atomic
components from which things are made.96

VOID — Whilst

V

the hole is ontic and has the potential for
possessing being, the void will always remain non-existent. Inside
the void ‘there isn’t very much: nothingness, the impalpable, the
virtually immaterial; extension, the external, what is external
to us.’ 97 ‘The void is not silent’.98 ‘The void, the moment when
it isn’t a hole, it is a space full of what isn’t there,’ 99 ‘where
the material and non-material tangentially touch,’ 100 ‘occupied
by intensities, forces and sonorous and tactile qualities.’ 101
To experience the void is durationally to experience empty
space, expansion, spaciousness, openness and boundlessness.102

[W]HOLE — A

W

hole becomes (w)hole when it and its host
‘asymptotically approximate nothingness […] meld[ing] as a
pure process of becoming into a whole. As differentiated partial
elements, however, time and again they want to be something
previously existed: a motif.’ 103
WOOLF HOLE — A hole which possesses an unsubstantiated
territory possessing blurred edges and a transparency through
which one sees everything.104
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ZEN HOLE — The

Z

art of Zen requires looking at one hole at
a time and not to the hole motif or a pattern of holes. A hole
that has a hidden beauty expressed in something incomplete
in which the observer is involved to ‘fill in the void themselves
and complete the form’ .105 A hole that is related to the Zen
notions of transitionary spaces (Ma), emptiness (Mu), and
edges (Hashi).106
Ma-hole is a silent container for memories and ideas; a silence
that is meaning ful and not an absence.
Mu-hole is a shadowy space that creates form and motion.
Hashi-hole is a master of rhizomic connectivity.
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